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There comes a time, after one has been thinking about the nature of power, when 

power seems to take on a life and character of its own. It separates itself from the men 

who use it or are used by it, and the study of its laws becomes an independent 

scientific enquiry. De Tocqueville taught his readers to see a tragic force at work in 

history, which drives men to build up the very institutions that are to make slaves of 

them. When I read M. de Jouvenel’s recent remarkable study, Du Pouvoir, I find that 

he, too, speaks of power as if it were some terrible, remorseless god with laws that 

determine both the nature of his own being and the fate of men who fall into his hand. 

Not because men worship power itself. Some do; there is a dynamism in the mere 

exercise of power that, to one way of thinking, is its whole essence. On that view 

power justifies itself by being power. But the morbid pathology of human ambition is 

another study: what I am thinking of is power presented to us as something inherently 

greedy, jealous, and corrupting. History gives a rich enough background for this 

central figure.  

 

 

Not a Thing in Itself  

Yet power is not a thing in itself. Take away the abstract idea and there remains 

nothing but the conduct of men—human beings—who occupy in their mm the seats 

of authority. It does not seem to me that there is only one possible attitude towards 

authority or one inevitable set of rules that govern its exercise. Attitudes change with 

the social conditions which surround authority and, as we have seen, men in their turn 

exalt and denigrate power under the impulse of their general attitude towards life 

itself. You can see it your own way, so long as you know what that way is. It reminds 

me of an old saying: ‘“Take what you want”, said God, “take it, and pay for it”’.  

 

We have seen, too, that men try to confine power within bounds— bounds drawn 

sometimes from religious ideas, sometimes from philosophical ideas. Sometimes 

bounds are imposed by actual conditions, not by ideas at all. But it is ideas rather than 

situations that I have been seeking to talk about. Ideas seem to me so much the more 

important. They have a life of their own, which does not depend on their being 

realised in practice, which is independent even of their being misapplied or perverted. 

They are therefore immortal or, rather, endlessly reborn.  

 

One attitude is to be afraid of power. That is not a poor or cowardly attitude in face of 

the reckless use that men have made of their authority over other men. But if mistrust 

is the dominant note, then it may be best expressed by such constitutional devices as 

those of the American Constitution. Power is placed under restraint; it is deliberately 

parcelled out so that it cannot all be grasped in the same hand. A constitution, plainly, 

is not an elemental force. In itself it is a piece of parchment or, if you will, a contract 

between the living people who made it. It is effective to maintain its controls in the 
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United States because generations of people who have belonged to those States have 

continued to believe that such controls are wise and desirable. There is there a respect 

for the Constitution and a general understanding of its import that mean a good deal. 

The men who made it did very deliberately intend to secure that the affairs of the 

Union should not be at the mercy of any easy doctrines about the will of the people; 

they were not dazzled by the moral claims of majorities to have their way. Yet under 

the shadow of this Constitution a vast immigration took place and a great democracy 

has grown up and—though America had much else to offer to those ‘huddled masses 

yearning to breathe free’ whose welcome is inscribed on the Statue of Liberty in New 

York harbour— the protection of its Constitution was one of the things that it had to 

give. So you may see in the United States a genuine belief in the virtue and 

sovereignty of what Mr. Henry Wallace has called ‘the common man’ side by side 

with a respected tradition that no man or group of men is virtuous enough to hold the 

privilege of power unchecked.  

 

What, now, is the true attitude towards power in this country? For however widely 

one may range to catch an idea here or an aspect there, one comes home in the end to 

one’s own affairs. We have not got any written constitution on which there can be, as 

it were, inscribed a national point of view. That means that attitudes can change 

quicker— and can change, too, without it being easy to observe the alteration. Some 

things have gone so completely that their main use is to remind us how different their 

shape has been. The feudal system, privileged corporations, privileged classes, 

aristocratic influence; power as ruled by universal law, power as a duty in this world 

to be answered for in the next, power as the job of an agent under a contract. These 

ideas are part of history but they do not rule any more. On the other hand, we have not 

outgrown the tradition that there are citizen’s rights standing between him and 

despotic power; certainly they exist, and exist by a very ancient tenure which brave 

men have had to vindicate in the past.  

 

Those rights are said to have this peculiarity that they have been, in the main, won in 

the courts of law; they have been upheld by judges as rights which exist by the 

immemorial custom of the country under the common law, and they have not been 

created therefore by any deliberate act of constitution-making. No doubt that could be 

said quite truly when it was said by Professor Dicey towards the end of the past 

century. But there are qualifications upon what he said that make it less important 

than it may seem. First, these great victories in the law courts were won against the 

power of the Crown, the executive, upon whom the common law, the ancient custom, 

always did impose limits. There was no English tradition that gave an arbitrary power 

to the king or his servants. But such victories could never be won against the force of 

anything sanctioned by an Act of Parliament, because that is final law in our courts 

and every judge must give effect to it. Now that the executive and the law-making 

power are to all intents and purposes the same, because both powers have fallen into 

the same hands— those of the ruling political party—these victories do not stand for 

the same kind of security as in the past. An Act of Parliament can reverse them at any 

moment It always could, and .1 am not saying at all that any particular parliament or 

indeed any parliament is likely to be indifferent to maintaining these long-established 

traditions; but it is only sensible to see that with what is practically single-chamber 

government, and with executive and legislative combined, the security of what used to 

be called constitutional rights is a frail thing.  
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Secondly, many present rights that one can only call constitutional are the product of 

Acts of Parliament and nothing else—for instance, all the bundle of rights that depend 

on National Insurance. They seem, I suppose, just as much fundamental to our scheme 

of society as, say, freedom from arbitrary arrest or the right of free assembly, which 

are two rights always spoken of as constitutional, that originate in the common law. 

Yet rights given by parliament—just like rights originating in the common law—can 

be added to, altered, or taken away by parliament. Their tide to be called fundamental 

is only a courtesy tide. When I see our system praised as embodying the ‘rule of law’, 

I cannot help recalling Alexander Hamilton’s saying: ‘It is one thing to be subordinate 

to the laws and another to be dependent on the legislative body’.  

 

 

The Rule of Law  

What does the ‘rule of law’ mean? Any attempt to analyse it will show how elusive 

our ideas of power can turn out to be. Rule of law may mean one thing in terms of 

international law and another thing at home. No doubt it means something different to 

an American from what it does to an Englishman, but Americans and British are both 

fond of using the phrase as descriptive of a common element in their civilisation. It 

cannot just mean a general readiness to abide by the law. I do not know that either 

country is outstanding in that respect, and anyway you could find as great a readiness 

in any country that had a strong and effective force of government. Professor Dicey, 

who is looked to as the classic exponent of what is involved in the modern idea of a 

rule of law, laid down that it had three features: the executive had no arbitrary powers 

over the individual, no powers that had not been sanctioned either by parliament or by 

the common law; every one is subject to the ordinary law of the realm and can have 

his rights determined in the ordinary courts; and, thirdly, the main principles of the 

constitutor, such as the right of personal liberty or of public meeting, have been set up 

on the foundation of the old common law and not as things derived from any general 

constitutional theory. Of course, freedom from arbitrary arrest and the right to have 

your personal affairs decided by ordinary law and in the ordinary courts, even when 

the power of the state is on the other side, do represent very valuable curbs on 

executive power. But then Dicey goes on to say about ‘administrative law’: ‘The 

notion which lies at the bottom of the “administrative law” known to foreign countries 

is that affairs or disputes in which the government or its servants are concerned are 

beyond the sphere of the civil courts, and must be dealt with by special and more or 

less official bodies. This idea is utterly unknown to the law of England and indeed is 

fundamentally inconsistent with our traditional customs’.  

  

But if administrative law and the rule of law are fundamentally inconsistent things, we 

have certainly said goodbye to an essential element in the rule of law by now, because 

although we do not have Courts of High Commission or Star Chambers today, 

Parliament has for a good many years been creating all sorts of ‘special and more or 

less official bodies’, commissioners, arbitrators, referees, and what not, which are 

charged with deciding this or that question arising under the provisions of an Act of 

Parliament and which do in fact dispose of the affairs of individual citizens without 

their having a chance of ever reaching an ordinary court of law. I do not at all say that 

this is wrong— although, obviously, it can be abused, nor do I see how it could have 

been avoided under the son of administration that modern society requires. Indeed, I 

can see a lot of truth in the view that a conflict between the individual and the public 

administration is different in kind from a conflict between one individual and another 
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and may require a different approach. But that is beside what I am talking about. All 

that I have been saying leads me to think that under our system ideas and attitudes are 

unusually fluid—at any rate towards this son of subject—and that great words such as 

constitutional rights, liberty, and the rule of law seem to change their meaning even 

while one looks at them.  

 

 

Assuming a Special Covenant with Destiny  

There is one remedy for all this vexation, though I do not myself recommend it. It is 

to assume that everything will somehow go all right with this country just because it 

is this country, which has always got along by ignoring what wise people have said or 

what other peoples have done. In fact it is to be a Walter Bagehot, and to assume that 

somehow there will always be a ‘due succession of fit persons’, bald-headed men on 

the backs of omnibuses or whatever may be the current equivalent, to make sure that 

things are done in a ‘heavy, sensible way’. But surely this is to assume a very special 

covenant with destiny. The British character is one of our great state institutions— 

perhaps the greatest—but it is an illusion to suppose that moderation and tolerance 

must always be among its conspicuous virtues. It is quite possible that they were the 

hall-mark of a particular class and of economic conditions that were, on the whole, 

continuously improving. There has been no lack of zealots and fanatics in the history 

of the British Isles, and the strain is not likely to die out with changing economic 

conditions, changing values, and with what is, I believe, a very general feeling that 

toleration is, after all, only a qualified form of virtue.  

 

Perhaps I am wrong in thinking that that feeling spreads. Speaking of these 

abstractions I remember de Tocqueville’s words at the outbreak of the French 

Revolution of 1848: ‘We entrusted ourselves to the Future, an enlightened and 

impartial judge, if you please, but one who sits, alas! Always too late’. But does 

liberty or freedom mean the same in 1951 as it meant, say, in the famous passage of 

John Stuart Mill that I quoted in my previous lecture? The only freedom which 

deserves the name is that of pursuing our own good in our own way, so long as we do 

not deprive others of theirs or impede their efforts to obtain it’. That is essentially an 

assertion that the individual has an absolute right to be left alone wherever his conduct 

does not interfere with a like liberty in others. Changing views in society will always 

make it uncertain what is the extent of that sphere in which a man’s conduct does not 

injure others, but the force of Mill’s argument lies in the belief that all moral 

progress—the whole development of the best in a man— depends nit his being free to 

make his own independent choice. To coerce him, to require him to conform, even to 

lead him unless he was intellectually convinced that he ought to follow, was to do him 

wrong.  

 

‘Where not the person’s own character’, he says, ‘but the traditions and customs of 

other people, are the rule of conduct, there is wanting one of the principal ingredients 

of human happiness and quite the chief ingredient of individual and social progress’. 

This austere doctrine of individual responsibility had in it much of our own history: 

the Puritan, with his insistence on man’s direct relation with his God, the Dissenter, to 

whom state authority stood for galling oppression and interference, the merchant and 

industrialist, to whom in the past government had so often meant the same thing as 

obstruction. I do not know the final moral basis of Mill’s liberty. There is deep in 

most men a feeling that virtue attained after temptation arid struggle is of a higher 
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order than virtue that comes without effort; that, as Francis Thompson said, ‘the 

harvest waves richest over the battlefields of the soul’. Yet it does not seem right to 

value the way to the result more than the result itself; to prize, so to say, the athletic 

type of sainthood more than the natural, flowerlike quality that it sometimes shows.  

 

 

Not the highest Kind of Freedom  

The truth is, I think, that Mill’s idea of liberty represents one kind but not the only 

kind—nor necessarily the highest kind of freedom. When President Roosevelt spoke 

of ‘the four freedoms’ some years ago many people thought that be was offering a 

fine summary of the kind of liberties that a democratic people could cherish as the 

basis of their society. Yet one of these was styled ‘freedom from want’ and another 

‘freedom from fear’. Neither of them is freedom in the older sense—the right of an 

individual not to be interfered with by the power of society: on the contrary they are 

the reverse—they are claims of the individual to be dependent upon society. There is 

nothing in itself derogatory in the notion of dependence, the ‘unbought grace of life’. 

There is dependence in the highest form of human relationships, as there is in the 

clinging of the parasite. But one may perhaps infer that liberty looked upon as the 

right to find and to try to realise the best that is in oneself is not something to which 

power is necessarily hostile: more, such liberty may even need the active intervention 

of authority to make it possible. It has been part of the cant of English life for so long 

to speak of power as an evil thing, an intoxicating thing, a corrupting thing. I call it 

cant because all experience shows that the British are singularly fined to the exercise 

of power or authority, and by no means go mad or become ruthless tyrants when 

entrusted with great responsibilities. But give a dog a bad name and you give him a 

licence to behave badly.  

 

There is a tradition of life in these islands that both ennobles and restrains authority. 

Only it lives in the spirit, and has no special form to express it. I can use a last word to 

explain what I mean if I take the names of three great writers of the nineteenth 

century, Ruskin, Carlyle, and Matthew Arnold. The world of their own day admired 

them and passed them by. Now, a hundred years later, it is easier to see how true their 

instinct was. None of the three was primarily a political writer; but each of them came 

to find himself defending the spiritual value of authority. Ruskin, starting from a 

study of aesthetics, found something intolerable in an economic and social system in 

which every man acknowledged no guide but that of his own wit and taste. But it was 

always possible to remember that he was, after all, an art critic and to treat his 

economics and his social philosophy as a little off his beat.  

 

 

Windy Advice from Thomas Carlyle  

Carlyle, too, was primarily a historian, and it must be said, Heroes and Hero Worship 

and Past and Present are heavy reading. The great, over-charged sentences come 

storming up and break in deluge on your head, One gets tired of being told of each 

hero in turn that he was a noble-hearted, sincere man who saw direct into the burning 

heart of things. One gets wistful at this son of windy advice: ‘Find in any country the 

Ablest Man that exists there; raise him to the supreme place and loyally reverence 

him: you have a perfect government for that country: no ballot box, parliamentary 

eloquence, voting, constitution building or other machinery whatever can improve it. 

It is the perfect State: the ideal country’.  
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Tell us something practical, one says. But when the storm and wind are over, the 

majesty of Carlyle—the secret of his influence—is this, that he does bring home that 

the best in us wants to be ruled by the best that others can reveal to us. That best is the 

real common wealth. For him a great man stands for great things and, as he says, it 

needs heroes to follow a hero. ‘Liberty?’ he says, ‘The true liberty of a man you 

would say consisted in his finding out, or being forced to find out the right path, and 

to walk thereon. To learn, or to be taught, that work he actually was able for; and then 

by permission, persuasion, and even compulsion. to set about doing of the same. That 

is his true blessedness, honour, liberty, and maximum of well being; if liberty be not 

that I for one have small care about liberty. . . . That I have been called by all 

newspapers a freeman will avail me little if my pilgrimage have ended in death and 

wreck. . . Liberty requires new definitions’. It is a doctrine that can easily be abused 

but I do not know that Carlyle is saying anything of liberty that had not already been 

said by Plato and St. Paul.  

 

I do not know how widely Matthew Arnold’s Culture and Anarchy is read nowadays. 

It must be one of the most brilliant and, beside that, one of the most perceptive, books 

of the nineteenth century. Arnold reflected such different aspects of thought in 

Culture and Anarchy there is none of the sad uncertainties of his poetry, ‘the 

unplumed, salt, estranging sea’ and the ignorant armies’ that ‘clash by night’. Here he 

is up in arms. He had been stung by criticisms of himself as being too tepid and 

detached in the cause of human welfare because he had shown no enthusiasm for 

various Liberal Party measures of the hour: and he replies with the delicate and 

unpitying precision of an artist who has been annoyed. His theme is simple. Acts of 

Parliament, like other actions, are not good just because they are vigorously advocated 

or because a lot of well-meaning people energetically desire them. Such things can be 

judged only by bringing to bear upon them the best that has been thought or said in 

the past about the nature and purpose of human life and testing them in the light that 

will thus play upon them.  

 

This is not a plea for culture; it is a plea for the use of culture in the direction of public 

affairs. Culture is a word that makes some people in this country reach for their 

guns—like Marshal Goering; but I do not see how a country that is worth living in can 

get on without a reverence for its purpose. It is the only thing that can harmonise the 

individual interest, passions, and desires that tear a community apart. It is a bigger 

thing than tolerance, because it does not merely stand by but—like tolerance—it is, 

says Arnold, ‘the eternal opponent of the two things which are the signal marks of 

Jacobinism— its fierceness and its addiction to an abstract system’. This is how he 

builds up his case: ‘By our everyday selves, however, we are separate, personal, at 

war; we are only safe from one another’s tyranny when no one has any power; and 

this safety in its turn cannot save us from anarchy’. Anarchy, to him, represents not 

only no power of government but no authority outside our own will and judgment. 

There is, be says, ‘a kind of philosophical theory widely spread among us to the effect 

that there is no such thing at all as a best self and a right reason having claim to 

paramount authority or, at any rate, no such thing ascertainable and capable of being 

made use of; and that there is nothing but an infinite number of ideas, works of our 

ordinary selves which are doomed either to an irreconcilable conflict, or else to a 

perpetual give and take; and that wisdom consists in choosing the give and take rather 

than the conflict and in sticking to our choice with patience and good humour’.  
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This he calls a ‘peculiarly British form of atheism’, as indeed it is, for it denies the 

existence of any supreme value. And he finds a ‘peculiarly British form of Quietism’ 

in an alternative theory that everything ought to be, as it were, allowed its fling, in the 

hope that the common reason of society will prevent anything going altogether too 

far. This attitude, he says, shows a devout, but excessive, reliance on an overruling 

Providence.  

 

Culture, to Arnold, does necessarily imply a standard of authority outside ourselves, 

for it is the standard of all wise and beautiful things. Yet there is a self in us that 

draws t6 that standard and is ruled by it, and this best self we share with others. ‘We 

want an authority’, he says, ‘and we find nothing but jealous classes, checks, and a 

deadlock; culture suggests the idea of the State. We find no basis for a firm State-

power in our ordinary selves; culture suggests one to us in our best self’. The State is 

an organ of our collective best self or our national right reason; and he quotes, to be as 

it were the motto of all authority and all power, the words of Bishop Wilson: ‘Firstly, 

never go against the best light you have; secondly, take care that your light be not 

darkness’.  

 

And there ‘I leave it, for I know no better guide. Take care that your light be not 

darkness. Think it possible, as Cromwell said, that you be mistaken. That is the 

humane man’s warning to all zealotry, all fanaticism. But after the warning, power, 

authority, dominion are still with us, they correspond to something that belongs to a 

man’s inmost self, and men do themselves no service by thinking or speaking of them 

as evil things. Power is good or evil according to the vision that it serves: not the 

vision of governors alone, nor the vision of governed alone, but a vision that is 

somehow common to them both, though not discerned with equal range of sight. And 

vision, as I see it, is not the right to dream or the gift of prophecy but, more humbly, 

the best light that we have. 

 

 

 


